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9 The Hall algebra of a cyclic quiver
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0.1 Introduction. The Lusztig formula for characters of the simple finite-
dimensional modules of the quantum group Uǫ(slk), where ǫ = e
2iπ/n, gives the
multiplicity of the Weyl module Wµ of Uǫ(slk) with highest weight µ in the
simple Uǫ(slk)-module Vλ with highest weight λ. Namely,
[Vλ :Wµ] =
∑
y
(−1)l(xy)Py,x(1),
where x ∈ Ŝk is minimal such that ν = λ.x−1 satisfies νi < νi+1 for i =
1, 2 . . . k− 1 and νi− νk ≥ 1− k−n, and µ = λ.x
−1y. This conjecture is proved
by Kazhdan-Lusztig [KL] and Kashiwara-Tanisaki [KT]. The proof relies on
an equivalence between the category of finite-dimensional Uǫ(slk)-modules and
a category of negative-level representations of the affine algebra sˆlk which are
integrable with respect to slk. In [VV], Varagnolo and Vasserot propose a new
approach to this conjecture, based on the geometric constructions of simple
finite-dimensionalUq(sˆlk)-modules of [GV] and on the theory of canonical bases.
Let U−n be the generic Hall algebra of the cyclic quiver of type A
(1)
n−1 (defined
over the ring C[q, q−1]) and let B be the intersection cohomology basis of U−n .
Let Λ∞ be the Fock space representation of U−n (see [KMS] and [VV]), and
let B± be the Leclerc-Thibon canonical bases of Λ∞ (see [LT]). Varagnolo and
Vasserot show that the Lusztig formula follows from the equality B|0〉 = B+,
where |0〉 is the vacuum vector of Λ∞. In this paper, we give a direct proof of
this equality, which can be thought of as a q-analogue of the Lusztig conjecture.
This also yields a proof of the positivity conjecture for the basis B+ (see [LLT1],
Conjecture 6.9 i)). Note that the equality B|0〉 = B+ does not follow from the
general theory developped in [K] or [L] since the Fock space is not irreducible as
a U−q (sˆln)-module. We also formulate and prove an analogue of the conjecture
of Varagnolo and Vasserot for higher level Fock space representations Λ∞sl of U
−
n
(see [JMMO]). The corresponding canonical bases have been recently introduced
by Uglov, [U].
Our proof relies on the construction of an isomorphism
U−n ≃ U
−
q (sˆln)⊗ C[z1, z2, . . . ].
The central subalgebra C[v, v−1][z1, z2, . . . ] of U
−
n is linearly spanned by ele-
ments of the dual canonical basis of U−n . By a quantum affine version of the
Schur-Weyl duality, it also admits an interpretation in terms of the Bernstein
center Z(Ĥl) of the affine Hecke algebra Ĥl of type Al for l ≤ n. We consider
1
a basis (aλ) of the central subalgebra C[v, v
−1][z1, z2, . . . ] of U
−
n corresponding
to Schur polynomials and describe its action on Λ∞. The equality B|0〉 = B+
follows from the caracterization of B+ in terms of a lattice and the -¯involution
of Λ∞.
Finally, we note that a proof of the Lusztig conjecture (but not of its q-
analogue) using the above ideas has been recently found by B. Leclerc (see
[Le]).
0.2 Notations. Set S = C[v], A = C[v, v−1] and K = C(v). Throughout the
paper we fix some integer n > 1. Let q be a prime power and let F be a finite
field with q2 elements. Let (ǫi), i ∈ Z/nZ be the canonical basis of NZ/nZ. For
i ∈ Z/nZ and l ∈ N∗, define the cyclic segment [i; l) to be the image of the
projection to Z/nZ of the segment [i0, i0+ l− 1] ⊂ Z for any i0 ≡ i (mod n). A
cyclic multisegment is a linear combination m =
∑
i,l a
l
i[i; l) of cyclic segments
with coefficients ali ∈ N. LetM be the set of cyclic multisegments. For m ∈ M,
we put |m| =
∑
i,l a
l
i and dim m =
∑
l,i a
l
i(ǫi + . . . + ǫi+l−1) ∈ N
Z/nZ. Let Π
denote the set of partitions and let ΠD ⊂ Π be the subset formed by partitions
with at most D parts.
1 Hall algebra of the cyclic quiver.
1.1 Let Q be the quiver of type A
(1)
n−1, i.e the oriented graph with vertex set
I = Z/nZ and edge set Ω = {(i, i+ 1), i ∈ I}. For any I-graded F-vector space
V =
⊕
i∈I Vi let EV ⊂
⊕
(i,j)∈ΩHom (Vi, Vj) denote the space of nilpotent
representations of Q, i.e collections of linear maps (σi : Vi → Vj , (i, j) ∈ Ω)
satisfying the following condition: for any i1 ∈ I there exists r ∈ N such that
σir . . . σi2σi1 = 0 for any i2, . . . ir. The group GV =
∏
i∈I GL(Vi) acts on EV
by conjugation. For each i ∈ I there exists a unique simple Q-module Si of
dimension ǫi, and for each pair (i, l) ∈ I × N∗ there exists a unique (up to iso-
morphism) indecomposable Q-module Si;l of length l and tail Si. Furthermore,
every nilpotent Q-module M admits an essentially unique decomposition
M ≃
⊕
i,l
aliSi;l. (1.1)
The classification of Q-modules is independent of the base field. We denote by
m the isomorphism class of Q-modules corresponding (by (1.1)) to the multi-
segment m =
∑
i,l a
l
i[i; l).
1.2 We recall the Lusztig construction (see [L]). For any I-graded vector space
V , let CG(EV ) be the set of GV -invariant functions EV → C. For each d ∈ NI ,
let us fix an I-graded vector space Vd of dimension d. Given a,b ∈ NI such
that a+ b = d, consider the diagram
EVa × EVb
p1
← E
p2
→ F
p3
→ EVd ,
where E is the set of triples (x, φ, ψ) such that x ∈ EVd ,
0→ Va
φ
→ Vd
ψ
→ Vb → 0
2
is an exact sequence of I-graded vector spaces and φ(Va) is stable by x, and
where F is the set of pairs (x, U) such that U ⊂ Vd is an I-graded, x-stable
subspace of dimension a.
Given f ∈ CG(EVa) and g ∈ CG(EVb), set
f ◦ g = q−m(b,a)(p3)!h ∈ CG(Vd), (1.2)
where h ∈ C(F ) is the unique function satisfying p∗2(h) = p
∗
1(fg) and m(b, a) =∑
i∈I aibi +
∑
(i1,i2)∈Ω
bi1ai2 . Set U
−
q,n =
⊕
dCG(EVd). Then (U
−
q,n, ◦) is an
associative algebra.
For m ∈ M with dim m = d, we let Om ⊂ EVd be the GVd -orbit consisting
of representations in the class m, and we let 1m ∈ CG(Vd) be the characteristic
function of Om. Finally, we set fm = q
−dim Om1m, and if d ∈ NI , we let fd
be the characteristic function of the trivial representation in Vd. Note that, by
definition, (fm)m∈M is a C-basis of U
−
q,n.
1.3 Let a,b,d ∈ NI such that a+b = d. Fix a subspace U of Vd of dimension a
and a pair of graded vector apace isomorphisms U ≃ Va, Vd/U ≃ Vb. Consider
the diagram
EU × EV/U
p
← E
i
→ EVd ,
where E ⊂ EVd is the subset of the representations preserving U . Set
∆a,b : CG(Vd)→ CG(Va)⊗ CG(b), f 7→ q
−n(b,a)p!i
∗f.
Here n(b, a) =
∑
(i1,i2)∈Ω
bi1ai2 −
∑
i∈I aibi.
1.4 It is known that the structure constants of (U−q,n, ◦, (∆a,b)) in the basis
(fm) are values at q = v
−1 of some universal Laurent polynomials in A. Thus
there exists an algebra U−n defined over A of which U
−
q,n is the specialisation
at v = q−1. This algebra is called the generic Hall algebra. The algebra U−n
is naturally NI -graded and we will denote by U−n [α] the graded component of
degree α ∈ NI . Let UK(sˆln) (resp. U(sˆln)) denote the rational form (resp.
the Lusztig integral form) of the quantum affine algebra of type A
(1)
n−1, and let
ei, ki, fi, i ∈ I (resp. e
(l)
i , ki, f
(l)
i , i ∈ I, l ∈ N) be the standard Chevalley gen-
erators (resp. their quantized divided powers). Let U−(sˆln) be the subalgebra
of U(sˆln) generated by f
(l)
i , i ∈ I, l ∈ N
∗. It is known that the map f
(l)
i 7→ flǫi
extends to an embedding of the algebrasU−(sˆln) →֒ U−n . SetU
−
K,n = U
−
n ⊗AK.
1.5 Let U0 be the commutative A-algebra generated by elements kd, d ∈ Z
I
satisfying
k0 = 1, kakb = ka+b, ∀ a,b ∈ Z
I .
Set U˜−n = U
−
n ⊗A U
0 and put
(f ⊗ ka) ◦ (g ⊗ kb) = v
a·d(f ◦ g)⊗ (ka+b), ∀ g ∈ U
−
n [d], ∀ f ∈ U
−
n ,
where a · d = n(a,d) + n(d, a). Finally, define
∆˜ : U˜−n → U˜
−
n ⊗ U˜
−
n , f ⊗kc 7→
∑
d=a+b
∆a,b(f)(kb+c⊗kc) ∀f ∈ U
−
n [d].
It is proved in [Gr] that (U˜−n , ◦, ∆˜) is a bialgebra.
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1.6 Define the following symmetric bilinear form on U˜−n :
〈fm ⊗ ka, fm′ ⊗ kb〉 = v
−(a+b)·d−2 dim Aut(m) (1− v
2)|m|
|Aut(m)|
δm,m′ ,
where d = dim m and Aut(m) stands for the group of automorphism of any
representation in the orbit Om. For any f, g, h ∈ U˜
−
n we have (see [Gr])
〈fg, h〉 = 〈f ⊗ g, ∆˜(h)〉.
It is clear that the restriction of 〈 , 〉 to the subalgebra U−n is nondegenerate.
1.7 For i ∈ I, let e′i : U
−
n → U
−
n be the adjoint of the left multiplication by
fi. It is a homogeneous operator of degree −ǫi. Let f˜i, e˜i be the Kashiwara
operators (see [K], Section 3). Recall that a crystal basis of U−n is a pair (L,B)
where B ⊂ L/vL is a C-basis satisfying the following conditions :
i) for any i ∈ I we have e˜iL, f˜iL ⊂ L, and e˜i(B), f˜i(B) ⊂ B ∪ {0},
ii) for any i ∈ I, b, b′ ∈ B we have e˜i(b) = b′ if and only if f˜i(b′) = b.
Set L =
⊕
m S fm. Let bm denote the class of fm in L/vL and set B =
{bm, m ∈M}. The following result is proved in [LTV], Theorem. 4.1 :
Theorem. The couple (L, B) is a crystal basis of U−n .
The crystal graph C of U−n has the vertex set M and edges m
i
→m′ whenever
f˜i(bm) = bm′ . It is explicitely described in [LTV]. Call a multisegment m =∑
i,l a
l
i[i; l) completely periodic if a
l
i = a
l
j for all l ∈ N
∗ and i, j ∈ I. Let Mper
be the set of all completely periodic multisegments. Then e˜i(bm) = 0 for each
m ∈ Mper and i ∈ I, and the connected component of C containing bm is
isomorphic to the crystal graph of U−(sˆln).
1.8 For m ∈M, set
bm =
∑
i,n
v−i+dimOm+dimOndimHiOn(ICOm)fn,
where HiOn(ICOm) is the stalk over a point of On of the ith intersection coho-
mology sheaf of the closure Om of Om. Then B = {bm} is the canonical basis
of U−n , introduced in [VV]. There exists a unique semilinear ring involution
x 7→ x of U−n satisfying bm = bm (see [VV], Proposition 7.5). The element bm
is caracterized by the following two properties :
i) bm = bm, and ii) bm ∈ fm + vL.
Call a multisegment m =
∑
i,l a
l
i aperiodic if for each l ∈ N
∗ there exists
i ∈ I such that ali = 0, and let M
ap be the set of aperiodic multisegments.
Lusztig proved in [L3] that {bm |m ∈ Map} is the global canonical basis of
U−(sˆln).
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1.9 Fix D ∈ N. Let SD (resp. ŜD, resp. ĤD) be the symmetric group (resp.
affine symmetric group, resp. affine Hecke algebra) of type GLD. The A-algebra
ĤD is generated by elements T
±
i , X
±
j , i ∈ [1, D − 1], j ∈ [1, D] with relations
Ti T
−1
i = 1 = T
−1
i Ti, (Ti + 1)(Ti − v
−2) = 0,
Ti Ti+1 Ti = Ti+1 Ti Ti+1, |i− j| > 1⇒ Ti Tj = Tj Ti,
XiX
−1
i = 1 = X
−1
i Xi, XiXj = Xj Xi,
TiXi Ti = v
−2Xi+1, j 6= i, i+ 1⇒ Xj Ti = TiXj .
Let Ĥ∞ be the A-algebra generated by T
±
i , X
±
i , i, j ∈ N
∗ with the same rela-
tions as above.
The center of ĤD is Z(ĤD) = A[X
±1
1 , . . . , X
±1
D ]
SD . Set
Z+D = A[X1, . . . , XD]
SD , Z−D = A[X
−1
1 , . . . , X
−1
D ]
SD .
1.10 Let A(Z) be the A-linear span of vectors xi, i ∈ Z. Following [VV],
Section 8.1, let U˜−n act on A
(Z) by
fm(xi) =
∑
j≥i
δm,[i,j−i+1)xj+1, ∀ m ∈ M, (1.3)
kα(xi) = v
−n(α,ǫi)xi ∀α ∈ N
I . (1.4)
Set
⊗D = (A(Z))⊗D and let U˜−n act on ⊗D via the coproduct ∆˜. For i =
(i1, . . . iD) ∈ ZD we set ⊗xi = xi1 ⊗ . . .⊗ xiD ∈
⊗D
. Then ĤD acts on
⊗D
on
the right in the following way
(⊗xi)Tk =

v−2 ⊗ xi if ik = ik+1
v−1 ⊗ x(i)sk if − n < ik < ik+1 ≤ 0
v−1 ⊗ x(i)sk + (v
−2 − 1)⊗ xi if − n < ik+1 ≤ 0,
(1.5)
(⊗xi)Xj = ⊗x(i−nǫj), (1.6)
where k ∈ [1, D − 1], j ∈ [1, D] and sk ∈ SD is the kth simple transposition.
Moreover, the actions of U˜−n and ĤD on
⊗D
commute (see [VV], Section 8.2).
1.11 Let ΩD =
∑
i Im (1 + Ti) ⊂
⊗D. For any i ∈ ZD let ∧xi be the class of
⊗xi in the quotient
⊗D
/ΩD. Then
{∧xi | i1 > i2 . . . > iD}
is a basis of
⊗D /ΩD (see [KMS], Proposition 1.3). If λ = (λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λD) ∈ ΠD
set |λ〉 = ∧xi where ik = λk+1−k, k = 1, . . .D. Let ΛD be the A-linear span of
the vectors |λ〉, λ ∈ ΠD. The representation of U˜−n on
⊗D descends to⊗D /ΩD
and restricts to ΛD (see [VV], 9.2). Note that Z(ĤD) acts on
⊗D
/ΩD and
that Z−D acts on Λ
D.
Let
⊗∞
be the A-linear span of semi-infinite monomials
⊗xi = xi1 ⊗ xi2 ⊗ . . .
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such that ik = 1 − k for k ≫ 0. The algebra Ĥ∞ acts on
⊗∞ via formulas
(1.5), (1.6). Let Ω∞ =
∑
i Im (1 + Ti) ⊂
⊗∞
. As before, if i = (i1, i2, . . . ) is a
sequence of integers such that ik = 1− k for k ≫ 0, let ∧xi denote the class of
⊗xi in the quotient
⊗∞
/Ω∞. If λ ∈ Π we set |λ〉 = ∧xi where ik = λk +1− k.
Finally, set Λ∞ =
⊕
λA|λ〉. It is shown in [VV], Section 10.1 that U
−
n acts on
Λ∞. Its restriction to U−(sˆln) coincides with the level 1 integrable module F(0)
considered in [KMS] (see also [H]).
2 A central subalgebra of U−n .
2.1 Set R =
⋂
iKer e
′
i =
⋂
iKer e˜i ⊂ U
−
n and put RK = R ⊗A K. For
simplicity, we set s = (1, 1 . . . 1) ∈ NI . We first show
Proposition. The following properties hold.
i) R is a graded subalgebra of U−n satisfying R = R and
dim RK[α] =
{
0 if α 6∈ Ns
p(k) if α = ks.
(2.1)
where p(k) is the number of partitions of the integer k.
ii) The subalgebras R and U−(sˆln) commute and the multiplication map m
induces an isomorphism
m : U−(sˆln)⊗A R
∼
→ U−n .
iii) The pair (R,∆) is a bialgebra.
Proof. It is clear that R is graded. Moreover, it follows from [LTV], Theorem
4.1, that
dim (RK[α] ∩ L/v(RK[α] ∩ L)) =
{
0 if α 6∈ Ns
p(k) if α = ks.
Hence RK[α] ∩ L is a free S-module of the given dimension, and (2.1) follows.
That R is a subalgebra is a consequence of the following equality
e′i(ab) = v
−wti(α)ae′i(b) + e
′
i(a)b, ∀ a ∈ R[α], b ∈ R[β] (2.2)
where we set wti(γ) = 2γi − γi−1 − γi+1 for all γ ∈ NI . To prove (2.2), observe
that for any c ∈ U−n , we have
〈e′i(ab), c〉 = 〈ab, fic〉 = 〈a⊗ b, (fi ⊗ 1 + kǫi ⊗ fi)∆(c)〉
=
∑
〈a, fic
′〉〈b, c′′〉+ 〈a,kǫic
′〉〈b, fic
′′〉
= 〈e′i(a)b + v
−wti(α)ae′i(b), c〉,
where we use Sweedler’s notation ∆(c) =
∑
c′ ⊗ c′′.
We now prove the last statement in i). For i ∈ I, consider e′′i : U
−
n →
U−n , x 7→ e
′
i(x). We claim that, for all i, j ∈ I,
e′ie
′′
j = v
wti(ǫj)e′′j e
′
i. (2.3)
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To prove (2.3), set S = e′ie
′′
j − v
wti(ǫj)e′′j e
′
i. Then
e′ie
′′
j fls =e
′
i(flse
′′
j + v
−1fls−ǫj )
=flse
′
ie
′′
j + vfls−ǫie
′′
j + v
wti(ǫj)−1fls−ǫje
′
i + v
δij−δi−1,j fls−ǫi−ǫj .
Similarly,
vwti(ǫj)e′ie
′′
j fls
=vwti(ǫj)
{
flse
′′
j e
′
i + v
−1fls−ǫje
′
i + v
1−wti(ǫj)fls−ǫie
′′
j + v
−δij+δi+1,j fls−ǫi−ǫj
}
=flsv
wti(ǫj)e′′j e
′
i + v
wti(ǫj)−1fls−ǫje
′
i + vfls−ǫie
′′
j + v
δij−δi−1,j fls−ǫi−ǫj .
Hence Sfls = flsS for all l ∈ N∗. In an analogous fashion, Sfk = fkS for all
k ∈ I. Moreover, by [GP], the algebra U−
K,n is generated by fk, k ∈ I and
fls l ∈ N∗. Hence S = 0 and (2.3) is proved.
We now turn to ii). By (2.3) we have e′′j (Ker e
′
i) ⊂ Ker e
′
i. Hence e
′′
j (R) ⊂ R.
But e′′j is a homogeneous operator of degree −ǫj , and by (2.1) the only non-zero
graded components of R are located in degrees ls, l ∈ N∗. Thus e′′j (R) = 0 for
all j, and R ⊂
⋂
j Ker e
′′
j = R. Hence R = R as desired.
By (2.2) we have
e′i(fjx) = δijx = e
′
i(xfj), ∀x ∈ R, j ∈ I.
Hence R is ad fj-stable. But ad fj is homogeneous of degree ǫj . This again
implies that (ad fj)|R = 0. Thus the subalgebras U
−(sˆln) and R commute.
The operators e′i are locally nilpotent. For any u ∈ U
−
n there exists a se-
quence i1, i2, . . . ir such that e
′
ir . . . e
′
i1u ∈ R. Since the operators e
′
i and e˜i are
proportional, it follows that e˜ir . . . e˜i1u ∈ R. Then u = f˜i1 . . . f˜ir e˜ir . . . e˜i1u.
Therefore the multiplication map m : U−(sˆln) ⊗A R → U−n is surjective. By
[LTV], Theorem 4.1 we have and section 1.8 we have
dim RK[β] = #{m ∈M
per | dim m = β}.
Moreover, it is well known (see Section 1.8) that
dim U−
K
(sˆln)[α] = #{m ∈M
ap | dim m = α},
dim U−
K,n[γ] = #{m ∈ M | dim m = γ}.
Thus, ∑
α+β=γ
dim U−
K
(sˆln)[α] + dim RK[β] = dim U
−
K,n[γ].
This implies that m is injective, and ii) follows.
To prove iii), note that by definition, R = (
∑
i fiU
−
n )
⊥. Let x ∈ R, y ∈∑
i fiU
−
n and u ∈ U
−
n . Then yu, uy ∈
∑
i fiU
−
n by ii). Thus
(∆˜(x), y ⊗ u) = (x, yu)= 0,
(∆˜(x), u⊗ y) = (x, uy)= 0.
Hence ∆˜(x) ∈ (U0R)⊗2. Finally, it follows from i) and section 1.5 that the map
U0R → R, kau 7→ u is an algebra homomorphism, which implies that (R,∆)
is a bialgebra. 
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2.2 For D ∈ N set ΓD = A[y1, . . . yD]SD , and let Γ be the ring of symmetric
functions in the variables yi, i ∈ Z. For k ∈ Z∗, denote by pDk , pk the k-th power
sum in ΓD and Γ. Recall that Γ = A[p1, p2, . . . ] and that Γ is equipped with a
canonical cocommutative bialgebra structure ∆0 : Γ→ Γ⊗Γ, pk → pk⊗1+1⊗pk
(see [M], I, 5). Let us denote by ρD : U
−
n → End Λ
D (resp. ρ : U−n → End Λ
∞)
the representations of the Hall algebra on ΛD and Λ∞ (see Sections 1.10 and
1.11). Identify ΓD with Z
−
D via yi 7→ X
−1
i and let σD : ΓD → End Λ
∞ (resp.
σ : Γ → End Λ∞) be the representations of the center of the affine Hecke
algebras (see [KMS] Section 1.).
Proposition. There exists a graded bialgebra isomorphism i : (R,∆)
∼
→ (Γ,∆0)
such that ρ|R = σ ◦ i.
Proof. The action of U−(sˆln) on Λ
∞ extends to a level 1 action of the whole
quantum affine algebra U(sˆln), which commutes to the action of Γ. Moreover,
by [KMS], Proposition 2.3, the Fock space Λ∞ decomposes as
Λ∞ = L(Λ0)⊗A Γ
where L(Λ0) is the U(sˆln)-submodule generated by the highest weight vector
v0 in the irreducible representation of UK(sˆln) with highest weight Λ0.
Lemma 2.1. The actions of R and Γ on Λ∞ commute.
Proof. Let (aD)D be a family of operators such that aD ∈ End ΛD. We say
that (aD)D satisfies property (∗) if there exists N > 0 such that
∀ s, r ∈ N, r ≥ s+N, ∀ i1, . . . , ir,
il+1 = il − 1 if l ≥ s⇒
ar(xi1 ∧ . . . ∧ xir ) = as+N (xi1 ∧ . . .∧xis+N ) ∧ xis+N+1 ∧ . . . ∧ xir
It is easy to check that (pDk )D satisfies (∗) for any k ∈ N
∗ and that for any
u ∈ U−n the family (ρD(u))D satisfies (∗). As a consequence, the family
([ρD(u), p
D
k ])D satisfies (∗) with constant, say N . Given xi1 ∧ xi2 ∧ . . . with
il = 1− l for l ≥ s, we have
[ρ(u), pk](xi) = [ρs+N (u), p
s+N
k ](xi1 ∧ . . . ∧ xis+N ) ∧ xis+N+1 ∧ . . . = 0
since the actions of U−n and Γs+N on Λ
s+N commute (see Section 1.10). 
The proof of the following lemma will be given in the appendix (Section 4.1.)
Lemma 2.2. The actions of R and U(sˆln) on Λ
∞ commute.
It follows from Lemma 2.2 that for any x ∈ R there exists x˜ ∈ Γ such that
x.(v0 ⊗ 1) = v0 ⊗ x˜. Let i be the map R → Γ, x 7→ x˜. Lemmas 2.1 and
2.2 imply that ρ(x) = σ(i(x)) ∈ End Λ∞. Moreover, by [VV] Section 9.3
we have U−n |0〉 = Λ
∞. Hence i is surjective. The map i is a graded algebra
homomorphism, where deg pk = ks. Since R and Γ have the same graded
dimensions, it follows that i is an isomorphism.
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Finally, we prove that i is compatible with the bialgebra structures. For
D1, D2 ∈ N, consider the map
µD1,D2 : Λ
D1 ⊗ ΛD2 → ΛD1+D2 , ∧xi ⊗ ∧xj 7→ ∧xij
where ij is the sequence i followed by the sequence j. Then, by Section 1.11,
(1.4) and the inclusion R ⊂
⊕
lU
−
n [ls],
µD1,D2 ◦ (ρD1 ⊗ ρD2) ◦ ∆˜ = µD1,D2 ◦ (ρD1 ⊗ ρD2) ◦∆ = ρD1+D2 .
Let k ∈ N and put ck = i−1(pk). Choose N ≫ 0 such that property (∗) is
satisfied by (ρD(u))D for any u ∈
⊕
l≤k R[lτ ] with constant N . Thus,
∀ s, r,D ∈ N, r ≥ s+D, ∀ i ∈ ZD such that il+1 = il − 1 if l ≥ s,
ck(xi1 ∧ . . . ∧ xiD ) = p
s+D
k (xi1 ∧ . . . ∧ xis+D ) ∧ xis+D+1 ∧ . . . ∧ xir .
In particular, if i ∈ ZD1 and j ∈ ZD2 both satisfy the condition in (∗) then
µD1,D2(ρD1 ⊗ ρD2)∆(ck)(∧xi ⊗ ∧xj) = µD1,D2(1⊗ ck + ck ⊗ 1)(∧xi ⊗ ∧xj)
It is easy to see that this implies that ∆(ck) = 1⊗ ck + ck ⊗ 1 as desired. 
Propositions 2.1 and 2.2 together imply
Theorem. There exists a graded algebra isomorphism U−n ≃ U
−(sˆln) ⊗A R
where R ≃ A[z1, z2 . . . ] with deg zi = is ∈ NI .
2.3 Let us denote by ρ′D and σ
′
D the representations of U
−
n and ΓD on
⊗D.
Then in fact:
Proposition. There exists graded algebra morphisms iD : R ։ ΓD, D ∈ N∗
such that i = lim
←−
iD and ρ
′
D = σ
′
D ◦ iD.
Proof. It follows from (1.3) and from the fact that R belongs to the center of
U−n that, for any k ∈ N there exists k
′ ∈ N such that
∀ i ∈ Z, ck.xi = xi+nk′ .
Then, by Prop. 2.2, for all D ∈ N,
∀ i ∈ ZD, ρ′D(ck)(xi1 ⊗ . . .⊗ xiD ) = σ
′
D(p
D
k′)(xi1 ⊗ . . .⊗ xiD ).
In particular, ρD(ck) = σD(p
D
k′) for all D ∈ N. This implies k = k
′ and proves
the proposition. 
2.4 Let (b∗m)m∈M be the dual basis of (bm)m∈M with respect to ( , ).
Proposition. We have R =
⊕
m∈Mper C[v, v
−1]b∗m.
Proof. By definition we have
R =
⋂
i
Ker e′i = (
∑
i
fiU
−
k,n)
⊥.
From [L], Th.14.3.2 and from the geometric description ofU−n in terms of Frobe-
nius traces of perverse sheaves on EVd , d ∈ N
Z/nZ (see [VV]) it follows that∑
i
fiU
−
n =
⊕
i,m∈f˜iC
C[v, v−1]bm =
⊕
m6∈Mper
C[v, v−1]bm.
This proves the Proposition. 
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3 Proof of the Varagnolo-Vasserot conjecture
3.1 Set LΛ =
⊕
λ S|λ〉 ⊂ Λ
∞. Leclerc and Thibon have defined a semilinear
involution a 7→ a on Λ∞ such that
i) |0〉 = |0〉,
ii) ua = u a for all u ∈ U−n , a ∈ Λ
∞,
iii) pk.a = pk.a for all k ∈ N∗, a ∈ Λ∞,
(see [LT], [VV]).
For λ ∈ Π, set m(λ) =
∑
i[1 − i, λi − i] ∈ M. To simplify notations, put
fλ = fm(λ) and bλ = bm(λ). If λ ∈ Π, let nλ be the partition ((λ1)
n, (λ2)
n, . . . ).
Thus Mper = {m(nλ), λ ∈ Π}. Leclerc and Thibon introduced in [LT] two
canonical bases B± = {b±λ , λ ∈ Π} of Λ
∞ caracterized by
b±λ = b
±
λ , b
+
λ ∈ |λ〉+ v
⊕
µ<λ
S|µ〉, b−λ ∈ |λ〉+ v
−1
⊕
µ<λ
|µ〉. (3.1)
The following was conjectured in [VV] and is the main result of this paper :
Theorem. For all λ ∈ Π we have bλ|0〉 = b
+
λ .
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of this theorem.
3.2 Recall that a partition λ = (λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . ) is called n-regular if λi > λn+i
for all i such that λi 6= 0. Let Π
reg be the set of all n-regular partitions. We
first show
Lemma 3.1. We have bλ|0〉 = b
+
λ if λ ∈ Π
reg.
Proof. Consider the scalar product ( , ) on Λ∞ for which {|λ〉} is an orthonormal
basis. Recall that Λ∞ is isomorphic to L(Λ0)⊗A Γ as a U
−(sˆln)⊗A Γ-module.
It is shown in [LT2] that the restriction of ( , ) and of the involution a 7→ a to
L(Λ0) coincide with the Kashiwara scalar product and involution defined on any
simple integrable U−n -module ([K], Sections 2 and 6). Thus the lower crystal
basis of L(Λ0) is a subset of {±b
+
λ }. Note that m(λ) ∈ M
ap if and only if λ is
n-regular. Therefore, by Section 1.8 and the general theory of canonical bases
λ ∈ Πreg ⇒ bλ|0〉 ⊂ {±b
+
λ }. (3.2)
Moreover, by [VV], Section 9.2, for any λ ∈ Π and any orbit O ⊂ Oλ\Oλ we
have
fλ|0〉 ∈ |λ〉+
⊕
µ<λ
A|µ〉, fO|0〉 ∈
⊕
µ<λ
A|µ〉. (3.3)
It is now clear from (3.1) and (3.2), (3.3) that bλ|0〉 = b
+
λ if λ is an n-regular
partition. 
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3.3 Set Lreg =
⊕
m∈Map Sbm. It is known that L
reg is the smallest S-
submodule ofU−n containing 1 and stable by the operators f˜i, i ∈ I (c.f. [K] and
Section 1.8). Set LR = L ∩R. If V is any S-module V , we let V = V ⊗S C[[v]]
be its completion with respect to the v-adic topology.
Lemma 3.2. The multiplication defines a graded isomorphism
Lreg ⊗C[[v]] LR
∼
→ L.
Proof. Every multisegment n decomposes in a unique way as n = p+ a where
p ∈ Mper and a ∈ Map. Since ba belongs to the connected component of
the crystal graph C containing 1, there exists a sequence i1, . . . ir such that
f˜i1 · · · f˜ir1 ≡ fa (mod vL). Moreover, by Section 1.7 there exists x ∈ LR such
that x ≡ fp (mod vL). Since the left multiplication by x commutes with the f˜i
(see the proof of Proposition 2.1), we have
xf˜i1 · · · f˜ir .1 = f˜i1 · · · f˜ir · x
≡ f˜i1 · · · f˜ir · fp (mod vL)
≡ fn (mod vL)
Hence the multiplication map induces an isomorphism modulo v, and hence an
isomorphism over C[[v]]. 
3.4 For ν ∈ Π let sν ∈ Γ be the Schur polynomial and set aν = i−1(sν) ∈ R.
Then {aν , ν ∈ Π} is an A-basis of R.
Lemma 3.3. The following holds :
i) v(n−1)|µ|aµLΛ ⊂ LΛ,
ii) aµ|0〉 ∈ (−v)(n−1)|µ|
(
|nµ〉+ vLΛ
)
.
iii) More generally, let λ ∈ Π and write m(λ) = m(λ′) +m(nµ) where λ′ ∈
Πreg. Then
aµ|λ
′〉 ∈ (−v)−(n−1)|µ|
(
|λ〉+ vLΛ
)
.
Proof. Statement i) follows from [LT2], Theorem 6.3. Statements ii) and iii)
are proved as in [LT2], Theorem 6.7. 
Let us denote by < the order on multisegments such that m ≤ n if Om ⊂ On.
Proposition. There holds
i) aλ ∈ (−v)−(n−1)|λ|(fnλ + vL),
ii) LR · LΛ ⊂ LΛ and L|0〉 ⊂ LΛ.
Proof. Let i)k be statement i) restricted to all λ ∈ Π with |λ| ≤ k, and let ii)k
be statement ii) restricted to
⊕
k′≤k LR[k
′τ ], and L[d], d = (d1, . . . dn), di ≤ k.
We will prove i)k and ii)k by induction. The case k = 1 is a consequence of
Lemma 3.2 and the following formula :
a(1) =
∑
m=[a1;l1)+...+[ar;lr)
dim m=s
(v − v−1)(n−1)−
∑
i
(li−1)fm. (3.4)
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Indeed, let x denote the r.h.s of (3.4). A direct computation using [LTV],
Proposition 4.1, shows that x ∈ R. Since dim R[τ ] = 1, we have a(1) = cx for
some c ∈ K. Using [LTV] Theorem 6.3, we see that the coefficient of |(n)〉 in
a(1)|0〉 is equal to 1. On the other hand, by (3.3), we have
cx|0〉 = c
∑
m=[a1;l1)+...+[ar;lr)
dim m=s
(v − v−1)(n−1)−
∑
i
(li−1)fm|0〉
∈ cf(n)|0〉+
⊕
µ<(n)
A|µ〉
∈ c|(n)〉+
⊕
µ<(n)
A|µ〉.
Therefore c = 1 and (3.4) is proved.
For λ, µ ∈ Π and x ∈ R let ∆λ,µ(x) ∈ A be the coefficient of fnλ ⊗ fnµ in
∆(x), where ∆(x) is expressed in the basis (fm ⊗ fm′)m,m′ . For λ, µ, ν ∈ Π,
|λ| = |µ| + |ν| we let cλµ,ν ∈ N be the Littlewood-Richardson multiplicity (see
[M], Section 5).
Lemma 3.4. For all λ, µ ∈ Π, l ∈ N∗ and m ∈ M\Mper we have
∆(1)l,µ(fnλ) ∈ c
λ
(1)l,µ + vS, and ∆(1)l,µ(fm) ∈ vS.
Proof. See the appendix. 
Now let k > 1 and suppose that i)k−1 and ii)k−1 hold. Let dν ∈ Z, ν ∈ Π,
be such that {vdνaν} is a S-basis of LR. It follows from the crystal graph C of
U−n that e
′
i(bm) = 0 for all i ∈ I if and only if m ∈M
per. Hence
aν = (−v)
−dν
(∑
σ∈Π
ασfnσ +
∑
l
βlfl∈M
)
(3.5)
for some ασ ∈ C and βl ∈ vS. Thus, by Lemma 3.4,
∆(1)l,µ(aν) ∈ (−v)
−dν (
∑
σ
ασc
σ
(1)l,µ + vS). (3.6)
On the other hand, by [M], Section 5.3 and Proposition 2.3, we have
∆(aν) =
∑
|λ|+|µ|=k
cνλ,µaλ ⊗ aµ. (3.7)
Using the induction hypothesis i)k−1 we obtain, for |λ|, |µ| 6= 0
∆λ,µ(aν) ∈ (−v)
−(n−1)|ν|(cνλ,µ + vS). (3.8)
For any ν ∈ Π there exists some l ∈ N∗ and µ ∈ Π such that cν(1)l,µ = 1 (see [M],
(5.17)). Combining (3.6), (3.8), we see that dν ≥ (n − 1)|ν|. In particular, it
follows from Lemma 3.3 i) that vdνaν .LΛ ⊂ LΛ. Since {vdνaν}|ν|=k is an S-basis
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of LR[kτ ] we obtain the first statement of ii)k. The second part of Statement
ii)k follows from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. Then ii)k implies
aν |0〉 ∈(−v)
−dν
(∑
σ
ασfnσ + vL[kτ ]
)
|0〉
∈(−v)−dν
(∑
σ
ασfnσ|0〉+ vLΛ
)
.
Using (3.3), ii)k and Lemma 3.3 ii), we get
dν = (n− 1)|ν|, αν = 1, ασ 6= 0⇒ σ ≤ ν.
Finally, combining (3.8) and (3.6) now yields
∀ l ∈ N, ∀ µ ∈ Π,
∑
σ<ν
cσ(1)l,µασ = 0.
For any fixed ν, this system is nondegenerated and admits the unique solution
(ασ)σ<ν = 0. Indeed let 〈 , 〉 be the nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on
Γ for which {sλ} is an orthonormal basis, and set X =
∑
σ ασsσ. Then for any
µ and l we have
〈s(1)lsµ, X〉 = 〈
∑
σ
cσ(1)l,µsσ, X〉 =
∑
σ
cσ(1)l,µασ = 0.
Moreover 〈s(k), X〉 = 0 since X ∈
⊕
σ<ν Asσ ⊂
⊕
σ<(k) Asσ. But
Γ[k] = As(k) ⊕
k−1∑
l=1
s(1)lΓ[k − l].
Hence X = 0. Statement i)k is proved and the induction is complete. 
3.5 Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let λ ∈ Π. The multisegment m(λ) decomposes in
a unique way asm(λ) = m(λ′)+m(nµ) for some partitions λ′ ∈ Πreg and µ ∈ Π.
Moreover, from Section 1.7 the element bλ is in the connected component of the
crystal graph C containing bnµ. Hence, by Proposition 3.4 i) and the proof of
Lemma 3.2, we have
bλ ≡ fλ ≡ (−v)
(n−1)|µ|aµfλ′ (mod vL).
Then, by Proposition 3.4 ii), Lemma 3.3 i) and the fact that bλ′ − fλ′ ∈ vL, we
get
(−v)(n−1)|µ|aµfλ′ |0〉 ≡ (−v)
(n−1)|µ|aµbλ′ |0〉 (mod vLΛ).
Finally, by Lemma 3.1, and Lemma 3.3 i) and iii), we have
(−v)(n−1)|µ|aµbλ′ |0〉 ≡ (−v)
(n−1)|µ|aµb
+
λ′ |0〉 (mod vLΛ)
≡ (−v)(n−1)|µ|aµ|λ
′〉 (mod vLΛ)
≡ |λ〉 (mod vLΛ).
Thus bλ|0〉 ∈ |λ〉+v
⊕
µ<λ S|µ〉. Finally, bλ|0〉 = bλ |0〉 = bλ|0〉 by Section 3.1.
Hence bλ|0〉 = b
+
λ as desired. 
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4 An analogue of the Varagnolo-Vasserot con-
jecture for higher-level Fock spaces
In this section we sketch the generalization of Theorem 3.1 to the case of the
higher-level Fock spaces. We use the definitions and notations of [U].
5.1 Let l > 1 and s ∈ Z. Let Λs+∞ be the semi-infinite wedge product of
levels l and n and charge s (see [U], Section 4.1). Let
Z
l(s) = {sl = (s1, . . . sl) ∈ Z
l |
∑
i
si = s}.
Recall that Λs+∞ is equipped with a distinguished A-basis {|λl, sl〉} where λl =
(λ1, . . . λl) ∈ Πl and sl ∈ Zl(s). It is endowed with three commuting left
actions: ρl,s : U(sˆln) → End (Λ
s+∞), ρ′l,s : U
′(sˆll) → End (Λ
s+∞) where
U′(sˆll) denotes the Lusztig integral form of the quantum affine algebra of type
A
(1)
l−1 with quantum parameter v
−1 and the action of a Heisenberg algebra H
generated by operators Bm, m ∈ Z∗ (see [U], Sections 4.2 and 4.3). Moreover,
Λs+∞ is an integrable module for U(sˆln) and U
′(sˆll). We denote by H− (resp.
H+) the subalgebra of H generated by B−m, m ∈ N (resp. Bm, m ∈ N).
Set Λs+∞
K
= Λs+∞ ⊗A K. The Fock space Λ
s+∞
K
decomposes under these
actions as follows (see [TU], Theorem 4.10). Set
Anl = {sl ∈ Z
l(s) |s1 ≥ s2 ≥ . . . ≥ sl, s1 − sl ≤ n}.
Then for sl ∈ Anl the vector |0, sl〉 is singular for U(sˆln), U
′(sˆll) and H, i.e we
have
U(sˆln)
+|0, sl〉 = U
′(sˆll)
+|0, sl〉 = H
+|0, sl〉 = 0,
and
Λs+∞
K
=
⊕
sl∈Anl
U(sˆln) · H ·U
′(sˆll) |0, sl〉.
Moreover, for any sl ∈ Zl(s), Λsl =
⊕
λl∈Πl
A|λl, sl〉 is a U(sˆln) ·H-module, and
|0, sl〉 generates an irreducible integrable U(sˆln)-module Vsl of highest weight
Λ = Λs1 +Λs2 + . . .+Λsl . Here Λi, 0 ≤ i ≤ n− 1 is the ith fundamental weight
of sˆln and we set Λi = Λj if i ≡ j (mod n).
Set LΛs+∞ =
⊕
λl,sl
S|λl, sl〉 and Lsl =
⊕
λl
S|λl, sl〉 for any sl ∈ Zl(s). Let
bλl,sl denote the image of |λl, sl〉 in LΛs+∞/vLΛs+∞ . Set BΛs+∞ = {bλl,sl | λl ∈
Πl, sl ∈ Zl(s)} and for any sl ∈ Zl(s) set Bsl = {bλl,sl | λl ∈ Π
l} . The
following is proved in [JMMO].
Proposition. The couple (LΛs+∞ ,BΛs+∞) is a crystal basis of the U(sˆln)-
module Λs+∞.
The crystal graph structure of BΛs+∞ is explicitely described in [JMMO].
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In [U], Uglov has defined a semilinear involution a 7→ a on Λs+∞ satisfying
i) |0, sl〉 = |0, sl〉 for any sl ∈ Zl(s),
ii) ua = u a for all u ∈ U(sˆln),U′(sˆll), a ∈ Λs+∞,
iii) B−ma = B−ma for all m ∈ N∗, a ∈ Λs+∞.
Uglov also introduced two canonical bases {b±λl,sl}λl∈Πl,sl∈Zl(s) caracterized by
the following properties
b±λl,sl = b
±
λl,sl
,
b+λl,sl ∈ |λl, sl〉+ v
⊕
µl,tl
S|µl, tl〉, b
−
λl,sl
∈ |λl, sl〉+ v
−1
⊕
µl,tl
S|µl, tl〉.
The set B+sl = {b
+
λ,sl
|λl ∈ Πl} is a basis of Λsl which contains the lower
canonical basis of the irreducible U(sˆln)-module Vsl .
5.2 By Theorem 2.2, we can extend the action of U(sˆln) on Λ
s+∞ to an
action of U−n by setting ρl,s(i
−1(pk)) = B−k. Recall that L =
⊕
m Sfm and
LR = L ∩ R denote the integral lattices in U
−
n and R respectively, and that
aµ = i
−1(sµ) ∈ R denotes the Schur polynomial associated to µ ∈ Π (see Section
3.4).
Proposition. We have, for any µ ∈ Π and sl ∈ Zl(s),
i) (−v)(n−1)|µ|aµLΛs+∞ ⊂ LΛs+∞ and (−v)
(n−1)|µ|aµBsl ⊂ Bsl ,
ii) L|0, sl〉 ⊂ LΛs+∞ .
Proof. It will be convenient to use the dual indexation of elements of the basis
{|λl, sl〉} by pairs (λn, sn) where λn ∈ Πn and
sn ∈ Z
n(s) = {(s1, . . . sn) ∈ Z
n |
∑
i
si = s}
as explained in [U], Section 4.1. In particular we set Λsn =
⊕
µn
A|µn, sn〉 and
LΛsn =
⊕
µn
S|µn, sn〉. Now let µn ∈ Πn, sn ∈ Zn(s). It follows from [U],
Corollary 5.6, i’) that (−v)(n−1)|λ|aλ|µn, sn〉 ∈ LΛsn if (µn, sn) is l|λ|-dominant
(see [U], Section 5.1). Let e˜i, f˜i, i = 0, . . . n − 1 be the Kashiwara operators
corresponding to the U(sˆln)-action on Λ
s+∞. By [U], Corollary 4.9, there ex-
ists a sequence j1, . . . jr and operators x˜1, . . . x˜r with x˜i ∈ {e˜ji , f˜ji} such that
x˜1 . . . x˜r|µn, sn〉 is a sum of l|λ|-dominant vectors. Then
x˜1 . . . x˜r(−v)
(n−1)|λ|aλ|µn, sn〉 = (−v)
(n−1)|λ|aλx˜1 . . . x˜r|µn, sn〉 ∈ LΛs+∞ .
But x˜1 . . . x˜r defines an isomorphism Λsn → x˜1 . . . x˜rΛsn which restricts to an
isomorphism
LΛsn ⊗A C[[v]]→ x˜1 . . . x˜rLΛsn ⊗A C[[v]] = (LΛs+∞ ∩ x˜1 . . . x˜rΛsn)⊗A C[[v]].
It follows that (−v)(n−1)|λ|aλ|µn, sn〉 ∈ LΛsn . Hence (−v)
(n−1)|λ|aλLΛs+∞ ⊂
LΛs+∞ and the first statement of i) is proved. The second statement of i) is
proved in the same way using Lemma 3.3 and [U] Corollary 5.6 i’).
By the general theory of canonical bases, b+m|0, sl〉 ∈ B
+
sl
∩ Vsl for any m ∈
Map (see [U], Section 4.4). Hence Lreg|0, sl〉 ⊂ LΛsl . Statement ii) is now a
consequence of Lemma 3.2. 
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Theorem. For any sl ∈ Zl(s) we have B|0, sl〉 ⊂ B+sl ∪ {0}.
Proof. By [U], Section 4.4, the basis B+sl contains the upper canonical basis of
the irreducible U(sˆln)-module Vsl . Thus, by Section 1.11
bm|0, sl〉 ∈ B
+
sl
∪ {0}, ∀ m ∈ Map.
Now any m ∈ M decomposes as m = m(λ′) +m(nµ) for some λ′ ∈ Πreg and
µ ∈ Π. By Lemma 3.3 and Proposition 3.4,
bm ≡ (−v)
(n−1)|µ|aµfλ′ (mod vL).
Thus, by Proposition 5.2 ii) and the fact bλ′ − fλ′ ∈ vL, we have
bm|0, sl〉 ≡ (−v)
(n−1)|µ|aµfλ′ |0, sl〉 ≡ (−v)
(n−1)|µ|aµbλ′ |0, sl〉 (mod LΛsl )
Now by Proposition 5.2 i),
(−v)(n−1)|µ|aµbλ′ |0, sl〉 ≡ |νl, sl〉
for some νl ∈ Πl if bλ′ |0, sl〉 ∈ B+sl and (−v)
(n−1)|µ|aµbλ′ |0, sl〉 = 0 if bλ′ |0, sl〉 =
0. Moreover, by [U], Proposition 4.12, bm|0, sl〉 = bm |0, sl〉 = bm|0, sl〉. Hence
bm|0, sl〉 = b+νl,sl in the first case and bm|0, sl〉 = 0 in the second case. 
Let C0sl be the subgraph of the crystal graph of Λsl corresponding to U
−
n |0, sl〉.
The above theorem implies the following special case of the positivity conjecture
of Uglov (see [U], Section 4):
Corollary. For any sl ∈ Zl(s) and any λl ∈ C0sl we have
bλl,sl ∈
⊕
µl
N[v]|µl, sl〉.
5 Appendix
6.1 Proof of Lemma 2.2. Let us prove that for any u ∈ U−n we have :
[ρ(ei), ρ(u)] = ρ
(kie′′i (u)− k−1i e′i(u)
v − v−1
)
.
This result is well-known for U−(sˆln) (see [K], Lemma 3.4.1). Let us prove it
for fks, l ∈ N∗. We use the presentation of Λ∞ in terms of Young diagrams and
the description of the representation ρ in terms of the Hall algebra U−∞ of the
infinite quiver and the quantum enveloping algebra U(sl∞), as given in [VV].
We keep the notations of [VV], Section 6. In particular, let γd : U
−
n → U
−
∞ be
the map defined in [VV], Section 6; For any d = (d1, d2, . . . ) ∈ N(Z) and k ∈ N
we put
h(d) =
∑
i<j,i≡j
di(dj+1 − dj), d
′ =
∑
j<m;j≡ m
djǫm, k
′′ =
∑
r<k;r≡ k
ǫr.
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Let π : N(Z) → NI be the reduction modulo n. To avoid confusion, we will
denote by ei, f i the elements of U(sˆln) and U
−
n , and by ei, fi the elements of
U(sˆl∞). Finally, to simplify notations, we will write
∑
α<β for
∑
α<β;α≡β. We
have, in End(Λ∞),
fks =
∑
d∈π−1(ks)
vh(d)fdkd′ ,
ei =
∑
j≡i
ejk
−1
j′′ .
By [VV], Section 5.2, the element fd|λ〉 is zero for all λ if there exists j such
that dj 6∈ {0, 1}. Hence,
[ei, fks] =
∑
j≡i
d
vh(d)[ejk
−1
j′′ , fdkd′ ]
=
∑
j≡i
d
vh(d)
(
v
∑
l<j
wtl(d)ejfd − v
−
∑
t<m
dtwtm(−ǫj)fdej
)
k−1j′′ kd′
=
∑
j≡i
d
vh(d)+
∑
l<j 2dl−dl−1−dl+1 [ej , fd]k
−1
j′′ kd′
Recall that fd is equal to the ordered product fd = . . . f
di−1
i−1 f
di
i f
di+1
i+1 . . . . Then
[ej , fd] =

(∏j−1
r=−∞ f
dr
r
)
kj−k
−1
j
v−v−1
(∏∞
s=j+1 f
ds
s
)
if dj = 1
0 if dj = 0
.
Thus,
[ei, fks] =
∑
j≡i
d s.t dj=1
vh(d)+
∑
l<j
2dl−dl−1−dl+1
(
j−1∏
r=−∞
fdrr
)
kj − k
−1
j
v − v−1
 ∞∏
s=j+1
fdss
k−1j′′ kd′
=
∑
j≡i
d s.t dj=1
vh(d)+
∑
l<j
2dl−dl−1−dl+1
(
j−1∏
r=−∞
fdrr
) ∞∏
s=j+1
fdss
 vdj+1kj − v−dj+1k−1j
v − v−1
k−1j′′ kd′ .
We have
h(d) +
∑
l<j
(2dl − dl−1 − dl+1) = h(d− ǫj) +
∑
s>j
(ds+1 − ds) +
∑
l<j
(dl − dl+1)
and
k−1j′′ kd′ = k(d−ǫj)′
∏
t<j
k−1t
∏
r>j
kr.
Therefore
[ei, fks] =
∑
d˜∈π−1(ks−ǫi)
vh(d˜)fd˜kd˜′
∑
j≡i
d˜j=0
v
∑
s>j(ds+1−ds)+
∑
l<j(dl−dl+1)
(
vdj+1kj − v
−dj+1k−1j
v − v−1
)∏
t<j
k−1t
∏
r>j
kr .
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Moreover, fd˜|λ〉 6= 0 if and only if kt|λ〉 = v|λ〉 for all t such that d˜t = 1. It
follows that, in End(Λ∞),
[ei, fks] =
∑
d˜∈π−1(ks−ǫi)
vh(d˜)fd˜kd˜′
∑
j≡i
d˜j=0
v
∑
s>j ds+1−
∑
l<j dl+1
(
vdj+1kj − v
−dj+1k−1j
v − v−1
)∏
t<j
d˜t=0
k−1t
∏
r>j
d˜r=0
kr
=
∑
d˜∈π−1(ks−ǫi)
vh(d˜)fd˜kd˜′
(∏
t≡i
kt −
∏
r≡i
k−1r
)
Note that both infinite products make sense as elements of End(Λ∞) since for
any λ ∈ Π, kt|λ〉 = |λ〉 for all but a finite number of values of t. Hence
[ei, fks] = fks−ǫi
vki − v−1k
−1
i
v − v−1
=
v−1ki − vk
−1
i
v − v−1
fks−ǫi
as desired.
Now suppose that Lemma 2.2 holds for u ∈ U−n [α] and w ∈ U
−
n [β]. Then
ρ(ei)ρ(uw)
= ρ(u)ρ(ei)ρ(w) + ρ
(
kie
′′
i (u)− k
−1
i e
′
i(u)
v − v−1
w
)
= ρ(uw)ρ(ei) + ρ
(
u
kie
′′
i (w)− k
−1
i e
′
i(w)
v − v−1
)
+ ρ
(
kie
′′
i (u)− k
−1
i e
′
i(u)
v − v−1
w
)
.
Therefore
[ρ(ei), ρ(uw)]
= ρ
(
ki(v
wti(α)ue′′i (w) + e
′′
i (u)w)− k
−1
i (v
−wti(α)ue′i(w) + e
′
i(u)w)
v − v−1
)
= ρ
(
kie
′′(uw)− k−1i e
′
i(uw)
v − v−1
)
,
i.e. Lemma 2.2 is true for the product uw. This proves Lemma 2.2 since, by
[GP] Theorem 3.1, U−
K,n is generated by U
−(sˆln) and the elements fls, l ∈ N
∗.
6.2 Proof of Lemma 3.4. Fix integers k, l with k > l, and let µ ∈ Π, |µ| = k−l.
Fix a I-graded vector space V of dimension ks, a subspace V ′ ⊂ V of dimension
(k − l)s and choose an element y ∈ Om(nµ) ⊂ EV ′ . Finally, let m ∈ M with
dim m = ks. By definition,
∆(1)l,µ(1m)(fls ⊗ fnµ) = #I
m
|q=v−21ls ⊗ 1nµ,
where Im = {x ∈ Om ⊂ EV | x|V ′ = y, Im x ⊂ V
′}. Recall that #Im is a
polynomial in q, and that by the Lang-Weil theorem ([LW]) we have #Im =
qdim I
m
+O(qdim I
m−1). Moreover it follows from [M], (6.17), that cλ(1)l,µ ∈ {0, 1}
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and that Im = ∅ if m = m(nλ) with cλ(1)l,µ = 0. Hence Lemma 3.4 is equivalent
to the following dimension inequalities :
dim Om − dim Onµ ≥ 2 dim I
m,
dim Om − dim Onµ = 2 dim I
m ⇔ m = m(nλ) for some λ ∈ Π with cλ(1)l,µ = 1.
(5.1)
For i ∈ N∗, j ∈ I and for any x ∈ Om, let us set
dij =dim Ker y
i
|V ′
j
− dim Ker yi−1|V ′
j
,
d˜ij =dim Ker x
i
|Vj
− dim Ker xi−1|Vj ,
θij =d˜
i
j − d
i
j .
Then Im 6= ∅ if and only if θij ∈ N and
∑
i θ
i
j = l for all j ∈ I. Note that
dkj = d
k
j′ for any k, j, j
′ since m(nµ) ∈ Mper. A direct computation gives
dim Om =
∑
j
(∑
k>i
(d˜kj + d˜
k
j−1)d˜
i
j
)
=
∑
j
(∑
k>i
(dkj + d
k
j−1 + θ
k
j + θ
k
j−1)(d
i
j + θ
i
j)
)
.
Similarly,
dim Om(nµ) =
∑
j
(∑
k>i
(dkj + d
k
j−1)d
i
j
)
.
Thus,
dim Om − dim Om(nµ) =
∑
j
2∑
k 6=i
θkj d
i
j +
∑
k>i
(θkj + θ
k
j−1)θ
i
j
 . (5.2)
Now we compute dim Im. Fix a complementary subspace U of V ′ in V . An
element x ∈ EV satisfying Im x ⊂ V ′ and x|V ′ = y is uniquely determined by
the collection of maps x : Uj → V ′j+1. Moreover,
dim (Ker xk|Vj ) = dim (Ker y
k
|V ′
j
) + dim Ker xk|Uj + dim (x
k(Uj) ∩ y
k(V ′j ))
= dim (Ker yk|V ′
j
) + dim Ker x|Uj + dim (x(Uj) ∩ (y
k−1)−1(yk(V ′j ))).
Set Y 1k = {0} and Y
k
j = (y
k−1)−1(yk(V ′j )) if k > 1. Then, for k > 1
dim Y kj =
∑
i<k
dij+1 +
∑
i>k
dij =
∑
i6=k
dij . (5.3)
Now,
dim (Ker xk|Vj )− dim (Ker x
k−1
|Vj
) = dkj + dim(x(Uj) ∩ Y
k
j )− dim(x(Uj) ∩ Y
k−1
j ).
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Hence x ∈ Om if and only if for all j ∈ I
dim Ker x|Uj = θ
1
k,
∀ k > 1, dim(x(Uj) ∩ Y
k
j )−dim(x(Uj) ∩ Y
k−1
j ) = θ
k
j . (5.4)
The variety Xj of subspaces Wj ⊂ V ′j+1 satisfying (5.4) is of dimension
dim Xj =
∑
l≥2
(dim Y lj −
l∑
t=2
θtj)θ
l
j .
A direct computation using (5.3) now gives
dim Im =
∑
j
∑
k 6=i
θkj d
i
j +
∑
k>j
θkj θ
i
j
 (5.5)
Thus the dimension inequalities (5.1) are consequences of (5.2), (5.5) and the
following result :
Claim. For all collections of positive integers (θij)i,j , i = 1, . . . h, j ∈ Z/nZ
satisfying
∑
i θ
i
j = l there holds∑
j
(∑
k>i
θkj−1θ
i
j
)
≥
∑
j
(∑
k>i
θkj θ
i
j
)
, (5.6)
with equality if and only if θkj = θ
k
j′ for all k, j, j
′.
We argue by induction on h to prove (5.6). The claim is trivial if h = 1.
Suppose that (5.6) is proved for all h′ < h. We first note that
∑
j
∑
k>i
(
θkj−1θ
i
j − θ
k
j θ
i
j
)
=
∑
j
(
h−1∑
k>i
θkj−1θ
i
j − θ
k
j θ
i
j +
∑
i<h
(l −
∑
k<h
θkj )(θ
i
j−1 − θ
i
j)
)
=
∑
j
h−1∑
k≥i
θkj (θ
i
j − θ
i
j−1).
(5.7)
Let us freeze variables θkj , k > 1 and consider G((θ
1
j )) =
∑
j
∑h−1
k≥i θ
k
j (θ
i
j−θ
i
j−1).
Then a direct computation shows that G((θ1j )) reaches its global minimum when
for all j
(θ1j − θ
1
j−1)− (θ
1
j+1 − θ
1
j ) =
h−1∑
k=2
(θkj+1 + θ
k
j−1 − 2θ
k
j ),
i.e. when for all j
h−1∑
k=1
(θkj+1 − θ
k
j ) =
h−1∑
k=1
(θkj − θ
k
j−1).
Since
∑
j
∑h−1
k=1(θ
k
j+1 − θ
k
j ) = 0, this implies that
∑h−1
k=1 θ
k
j+1 =
∑h−1
k=1 θ
k
j for all
j. But then θhj = l −
∑h−1
k=1 θ
k
j = θ
h
j+1, and in this case∑
j
h∑
k>i
(θkj−1 − θ
k
j )θ
i
j =
∑
j
h−1∑
k>i
(θkj−1 − θ
k
j )θ
i
j .
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The result then follows from the induction hypothesis. 
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